This paper discusses the lack of interoperability between file formats, standards, and applications.
Introduction
Nowadays interoperability between file formats, standards, applications, and tools is not only vital, but also necessary for integration purposes. We adopt a general definition of interoperability that 'language resources interact or work together' (Witt, Heid, Sasaki & Sérasset, 2009: 5) . Lack of interoperability can mean, for example, that file formats cannot be converted in other formats at all or if converted, files are corrupt. Lack of converters and incompliance with standards can inter alia lead to interoperability failure. In the context of Semantic Web, the linking between data and metadata with semantic information plays an important role in digital content transfer, management, and localisation. Gerber, Barnard and Van der Merwe (2006) state that the terms 'semantics', 'metadata', 'ontologies' and 'Semantic Web' are used inconsistently. The authors go into detail explaining each layer of the 'Semantic Web Cake' (Berners-Lee, Hendler & Lassila (2001) . Semantic Web has been described in rather different ways: as a utopic vision, a web of data, or merely a natural paradigm shift in our daily use of the Web 16 . In Semantic Web, there are two uses of this technology: i) use for documenting agreements on the structure and format of knowledge (ontology) and ii) use for sharing information in a structured format (linked data).
Ontologies are formal knowledge representations of a set of concepts within a domain and the relationships between those concepts; ontologies are used by people, databases, and applications in order to share common domain information. The 'Resource Description Framework' (RDF) by W3C is a language for representing information about web resources and often ontologies are being represented in RDF. According to the taxonomy of language resources of Witt et al. (2009) , ontologies belong to the item-based static resources.
Our goal is to enhance interoperability by combining the 'XML Localisation Interchange File Format' (XLIFF) with the 'Resource Description Framework' (RDF) through an XLIFF to RDF (XLIFF2RDF) mapping. XLIFF, which is under the auspices of the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS), is a single interchange file format, designed by a group of software providers, localisation service providers, and tools providers. XLIFF can be used to exchange data between companies, such as software publishers and localisation vendors, or between localisation tools. It is an open standard that in addition to the localisation data that it contains, it can consist of rich metadata, such as status of strings, status of localisation process, software version information, and so on. 16 http://semanticweb.org/wiki/Main_Page, 10/08/10
The motivation of this work, the XLIFF mapping to RDF, is that an XLIFF concepts' ontology can be used to annotate resource descriptions, i.e. become an integrated part of the Semantic Web. Our contribution is to map XLIFF elements and attributes to RDF. As XLIFF is a localisation OASIS standard and RDF a family of W3C specifications, there is a trade-off between using either an often 'restrictive' standard or custom specifications. We attempt to keep a golden mean having a symbiotic relationship between XLIFF and RDF, so that more applications read and process this format, thus be XLIFF/RDF compliant. Hence interoperability will be enhanced between a metadata standard and a metadata model.
The article is laid out as follows: in section 2 we present some related work about ontology creation, mapping and localisation, and multilingual ontologies. Ontology localization (Suarez-Figueroa & Gómez-Pérez, 2008 ) is important for our research, as localisation is related to XLIFF and ontologies often tied with RDF. Section 3 discusses how multilingualism in ontologies is supported by standards.
XLIFF and RDF are described in sections 4 and 5 respectively, also in relation with metadata. Section 6 is concerned with the actual mapping from XLIFF to RDF (XLIFF2RDF); we present three use cases and provide each time the source, the output, and the 'Extensible Stylesheet Language
Transformations' (XSLT). We conclude this paper with future prospects (section 7) and a summary/conclusion (section 8).
Ontology Creation, Mapping, and Localisation
In the context of computer and information sciences, ontology is defined by Gruber (2009) Although there is a plethora of ontologies (not only for linguistics), these are in most cases monolingual and mainly English. In the Ontoselect Ontology Library (Buitelaar, Eigner & Declerck, 2004 ) the distribution of human languages used in the definition of labels for classes and properties was 64% percentage for English, followed by French and English (19%) and German and English (13%).
The contribution of multilingual ontologies to computational linguistics has been highlighted by Espinoza, Montiel Ponsoda, & Gómez-Pérez (2009: As far as ontology creation is concerned, manual building and aligning bi-or multilingual ontologies is a very expensive and time-consuming task. Carpuat (2002) created a bilingual ontology by syntactic alignment. She used a language-independent, corpus-based method that borrows from techniques used in information retrieval and machine translation (MT) to create a bilingual ontology by aligning
WordNet with an existing Chinese ontology called HowNet. Jung, Håkansson and Hartung (2009) described a use case of aligning Korean and Swedish ontologies; in order to reuse alignments between multilingual ontologies, the alignments between ontologies were stored in a centralised alignment repository and were freely available and sharable on distributed ontology environment.
As far as ontology mapping is concerned, Fu, Brennan and O'Sullivan (2009) examined a generic approach that involves MT tools and monolingual ontology matching techniques in cross-lingual ontology mapping scenarios. The authors made two experiments: the first one was to examine the impact of MT tools in the process of ontology rendition, specifically the quality of machine translated resource labels. The second experiment investigated the impact of MT tools in crosslingual ontology mapping (CLOM) by evaluating the quality of matching results generated using the generic approach.
The results are that if MT tools are to be used in CLOM, the quality of translated ontologies needs to be improved in order for monolingual matching tools to generate high quality matching results. In their proposed framework SOCOM (semantic-oriented cross-lingual mapping) the semantics defined in one ontology can indicate the context in which a label to be translated is used. Thanks to the position of the node linked to this label, the labels of its surrounding nodes can be retrieved and studied. A framework for multilingual ontology mapping (ontologies have been translated through a lexical database or a dictionary) can be found in Trojahn, Quaresma and Vieira (2008) .
The terminological difference between ontology matching and mapping should be made here.
According to O'Sullivan, Wade & Lewis (2007) , matching is the identification of candidate matches between ontologies whereas ontology mapping is the establishment of the actual correspondence between ontology resources based on candidate matches. More information about ontology matching in general can be found in Euzenat and Shvaiko (2007) Based on these points, we make the previous ontology localisation's definition more explicit:
Ontology Localisation is the adaptation of an ontology and its concepts to a locale, i.e. unique combination of language and culture. That includes i) translation of ontology labels into another natural language than its original and ii) adaptation of ontology labels to cultural characteristics, including spelling variations. Subsequently, they propose the following guidelines for ontology localisation:
Select the most appropriate linguistic assets (these assets should have consensus, broad coverage, and high precision);
Select ontology label(s) to be localised (taking into account the context);
Obtain ontology label translation(s) (though cross-language term extraction, word sense discovery, or word sense disambiguation);
Evaluate label translation(s) (semantic fidelity and stylistic evaluation);
Ontology update.
More information about ontology localisation can be found in Cimiano, Montiel-Ponsoda, Buitelaar, The SKOS element skos:altlabel is not used exclusively for synonyms, but also morphological (singular-plural) or spelling variations (US/UK), as seen below in Example 2.
Standard Support of (Multilingual) Ontologies
semset-en:Project a umbel:Semset ; skos:prefLabel"""project"""@en ;
skos:altLabel """projects"""@en ;
skos:altLabel """undertakings"""@en ; skos:altLabel """undertaking"""@en ; skos:altLabel """enterprises"""@en ; skos:altLabel """enterprise"""@en ; skos:altLabel """programs"""@en ;
skos:altLabel """program"""@en ;
skos:altLabel """programme"""@en ; Examples of XLIFF in strict and trasitional 'flavour' can be found in the XLIFF OASIS webpage 27 .
Here we isolate only the translation unit (trans-unit) element -part of an XLIFF file -which has two paired elements, source and target:
<trans-unit id="#1"> <source xml:lang="en-US">book</source> <target xml:lang="de-DE">Buch</target> </trans-unit> Example 3. XLIFF bilingual support XLIFF is a bilingual file, which means that it includes one source and one target sub-element.
However, the alternative translation (alt-trans) element offers multilingual support, i.e. there are more than one target alternative translations for one source segment (which can be different than the source in the trans-unit). An example follows in Example 4:
<trans-unit id="#1"> <source xml:lang="en-US">book</source> In the next subsection we describe some metadata available in the XLIFF standard and refer briefly to metadata modularisation and minimalism.
XLIFF and Metadata
The importance of metadata, in general, is to connect, archive, and search data more effectively. In the field of localisation, Anastasiou and Morado Vázquez (2010) defined metadata as follows:
Localisation Metadata connects the data present at different stages of the localisation process, from digital content creation, annotation, and maintenance, to content generation, and process management.
The usage of open, rich, and flexible metadata is an effective step towards the aggregation and sharing of data between localisation sub-processes.
XLIFF is a standard that carries a lot of metadata that makes the data explicit. Sometimes, not only in XLIFF but in other standards too, it is difficult to distinguish between actual data and metadata. In the next paragraphs we describe some XLIFF metadata, including some 'tricky' metadata (not easily distinguishable from data), and make some recommendations for future metadata. The content in italics are the attributes; the attributes in bold are the required ones, while the remaining ones are the optional attributes. That shows that some metadata, just because it often has an additional, description role, it does not mean that it is optional. Much metadata is necessary to be included, so that the file is valid and successfully processed by applications. As we see from Figure 2 , each child element may contain other submetadata-attributes. For example, the <phase> element contains metadata about the tasks performed in a particular process. The required phase-name attribute identifies the phase for reference within the <file> element, while the process-name identifies the kind of process the phase corresponds to; e.g. 'proofreading'. The description of all the above elements is outside the scope of this paper; more information can be found in the XLIFF 1.2 specifications 28 .
Very often it is difficult to distinguish metadata from actual 'real' data. This kind of metadata (when the question 'is that data or metadata?' cannot be easily answered) is the required metadata elements/attributes. One example is the translation status of the strings. The status/state of a target string can take one of the following values: final, needs-l10n, needs-reviewadaptation, needs-review-l10n, needs-review-translation, needstransla-tion, new, signed-off, translated. When a string is untranslated, it is very crucial to know whether the string needs translation or it should not be translated (e.g. because it is a proper name), in this case signed-off. This metadata is crucial to avoid translating information that should not be translated.
Many discussions, including a panel at the 1st International XLIFF Symposium, have been about modularisation and minimalism in XLIFF. Two approaches have been discussed: top-down (macrolayer) and bottom-up (micro-layer) approach. The former which is the modularised approach looks at more domains and data categories, while the latter, the minimal approach checks which are the most frequently used XLIFF constructs 29 .
Let us have a look at two examples of modularisation: contact-name, contact-email, contact-phone could be replaced by one single attribute: contact details. Name, e-mail, and phone can still be included as subattributes. The same holds for the translation state: instead of having needs-review-adaptation, needs-review-l10n, and needs-reviewtranslation, only needs-review could suffice, with adaptation, l10n, and translation as optional subattributes. There is a trade-off in modularisation between complexity in authoring (as more levels/categories are inserted) and simplicity in visualisation and understanding. Furthermore, in many cases it is useful to mark the original language of the authored content. Often the source language (SL) is not the original language of the string and when the translator does not know how to translate a segment in the target language (TL), it is useful to look back not only at the SL, but the original language (in case of pivot/interlingua translation), as the previous translator might have translated something wrong.
It should be noted that XLIFF is extensible allowing non-standard user-defined elements or attributes.
With this customisation, users have the freedom to add their own metadata according to their needs and purposes.
Resource Description Framework and Metadata
RDF, OWL, SKOS and others are so-called knowledge representation languages, which, in the context of the Semantic Web, forward the Artificial Intelligence (AI) areas of knowledge representation and reasoning. The purpose of RDF, specifically, is to declare machine-processable metadata (Gerber et al., 2006: 4) .
Focusing on RDF, as both OWL and SKOS use RDFS, RDF identifies things using Web identifiers (URIs) and describes resources with properties and property values. Brief explanation of a Resource, Property, and Property value follow:
A Resource is anything that can have a URI, such as "www.d-anastasiou.com";
A Property is a Resource that has a name, such as "author";
A Property value is the value of a Property, such as "Dimitra Anastasiou".
The combination of a Resource, Property, and Property value forms a statement, known as the subject, predicate, and object, the so-called object triple (see Decker Figure 3) . According to the RDF Primer, "RDF is particularly intended for representing metadata about Web resources, such as the title, author, and modification date of a Web page, copyright and licensing information about a Web document, or the availability schedule for some shared resource".
Hunter and Lagoze (2001) presented how RDF and XML schemas can work together to enable flexible, dynamic mapping between complex metadata descriptions which mix elements from multiple domains, i.e., application profiles.
An RDF application is the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative. The Dublin Core is a set of "elements" (properties) for describing documents and recording metadata. These elements facilitate the description and the automated indexing of document-like networked objects. The Dublin Core metadata set is intended to be suitable for use by resource discovery tools on the Internet, such as web crawlers. Dublin Core has currently 15 elements: title, creator, subject, description, publisher, contributor, date, type, format, identifier, source, language, relation, coverage, and rights. Although these elements provide important information, they do not serve translation purposes. Nilsson, Powell, Johnston and Naeve. (2008) provided recommendations for expressing Dublin Core metadata using RDF. Our goal is not to describe web resources using metadata (as Dublin Core does), but to translate them; the encoding we propose is XLIFF because it has metadata related to translation and localisation process. Instead of describing a magazine article with Dublin Core (Example 5), we translate it instead with XLIFF encoding in RDF schema (RDFS) (Example 6): 
XLIFF2RDF Mapping
The mapping of elements and attributes of XLIFF to RDF is important, as we want to find the golden mean between a relatively strict standard (XLIFF) and general specifications (RDF). With the mapping, we aim at combining the generality of RDF with the control of XLIFF (see discussion in Witt et al., 2009: 11) . The relationship between localisation and Semantic Web standards, in general, can be found in Anastasiou (2011a) . From an XLIFF2RDF mapping, XLIFF will gain from the popularity of RDF and RDF from the localisation support of XLIFF. Ontology localisation will be more effective, because metadata, such as authoring, managing and structuring metadata of XLIFF facilitate translation and localisation processes. There is value in increased localisation of ontologies or other Semantic Web resources and our proposed encoding helps localising ontologies written in RDF (or OWL and other knowledge representation languages), as XLIFF is a standard used for localisation purposes.
In the following subsections (6.1, 6.2, and 6.3) we describe three use cases/experiments:
A minimal XLIFF file with one translation unit;
A modular XLIFF file with alternative translations; An XLIFF file enriched with header metadata.
In each of these three use cases, we provide the XLIFF source file, the RDF desired output, and the XSLT we semi-manually 30 created. The XSLT has been tested using the Saxonica 31 XSLT processing software to see whether the transformation was performed successfully. We also designed a graphical tool based on Saxonica which converts XLIFF to RDF (see more in section 7).
First use case
Our first XLIFF source file is a minimal one, as it contains only one translation unit: the English sentence The book is good is translated in German as Das Buch ist gut. The file element has some required attributes that are original, source and target language, and datatype. The diagram below depicts the structure of XLIFF follows:
30 There are tools which make an automatic mapping/transformation, such as Stylus studio (http://www.stylusstudio.com/); we used Stylus to create some parts of the XSLTs. In order to connect the XLIFF concepts with the RDF terminology, the circles are the resources, the labels on the arrows are the properties, while the content of the rectangles are the property values. idX is just a placeholder for a resource representing the body. The XLIFF source file is on the left column of Table 1 (and also 2, 3). On the right column is the RDF output and under the two columns is the XSLT which transforms the XLIFF file into RDF.
Source -XLIFF Target -RDF <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> <xliff version="1.2" xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xliff:document:1.2" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchemainstance" xsi:schemaLocation="urn:oasis:names:tc:xliff:d ocument:1.2 xliff-core-1.2-transitional.xsd"> <file original="minimal_XLIFF.html" sourcelanguage="en-us" target-language="de-de" datatype="html"> <body> <trans-unit id="#1"> <source>The book is good</source> <target>Das Buch ist gut</target> </trans-unit> </body> </file> </xliff> <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdfsyntax-ns#" xmlns:xliff="urn:oasis:names:tc:xliff:document :1.2"> <xliff:file rdf:about="minimal_XLIFF.html" xliff:source-language="en-us" xliff:target-language="de-de" xliff:datatype="html"> <xliff:body> <xliff:trans-unit xliff:id="#1"> <xliff:source> The book is good </xliff:source> <xliff:target> Das Buch ist gut </xliff:target> </xliff:trans-unit> </xliff:body> </xliff:file> </rdf:RDF> XSLT <?xml version='1.0' ?> <xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmlns:a="urn:oasis:names:tc:xliff:document:1.2" xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" xmlns:xliff="http://docs.oasis-open.org/xliff/xliff-core/xliff-core.html#"> <xsl:template match="/"> <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" > <xliff:file> <xsl:attribute name="rdf:about"> <xsl:value-of select="a: xliff/a:file/@original"/> </xsl:attribute> <xsl:attribute name="source-language"> <xsl:value-of select="a:xliff/a:file/@source-language"/> </xsl:attribute> <xsl:attribute name="target-language"> <xsl:value-of select="a:xliff/a:file/@target-language"/> </xsl:attribute> <xsl:attribute name="datatype"> <xsl:value-of select="a:xliff/a:file/@datatype"/> </xsl:attribute> <xliff:body> <xsl:for-each select="a:xliff/a:file/a:body/a:trans-unit"> <xliff:trans-unit> <xsl:attribute name="id"> <xsl:value-of select="@id"/> </xsl:attribute> <xliff:source> <xsl:value-of select="a:source"/> </xliff:source> <xliff:target> <xsl:value-of select="a:target"/> </xliff:target> </xliff:trans-unit> </xsl:for-each> </xliff:body> </xliff:file> </rdf:RDF> </xsl:template> </xsl:stylesheet> Table 2 . XLIFF2RDF of a minimal example SLT is a language to translate from XML into other languages, such as (X)HTML. By authoring in XML and rendering with XSLT, tasks of content authors and designers are separated. XSLTs allow for styling and changing the visual design without rewriting the content.
This XSLT (Table 1) can successfully convert minimal XLIFF files to RDF. We highlight some important characteristics in the XSLT: in line 2 we include the namespaces of XSLT, XLIFF, and RDF; where a: is a shortcut for the XLIFF schema location. In lines 5-20 we see how the XLIFF file elements and attributes can be matched by the XSLT: <xsl:attribute name="X">. The values of XLIFF elements are selected through <xsl:value-of select="a:Y">, where Y is the path of the element.
We also have <xsl:for-each> because we can have more than one translation unit (not shown in this example).
Second use case
In the second use case we have a more modular XLIFF file than the first one, as it contains alternative translations; book chapter is translated in German, French, and Spanish as Buchkapitel, chapitre de livre, and capítulo del libro respectively, as we saw in example 4 in section 4. The graph and the table follow below: xmlns:xliff="http://docs.oasisopen.org/xliff/xliff-core/xliff-core.html#" xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntaxns#"> <xsl:template match="/"> <rdf:RDF xmlns:a="urn:oasis:names:tc:xliff:document:1.2" xmlns:xliff="http://docs.oasisopen.org/xliff/xliff-core/xliff-core.html#" xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntaxns#"> <xsl:for-each select="a:xliff/a:file"> <xliff:file> <xsl:attribute name="rdf:about"> <xsl:value-of select="a:xliff/a:file/@original"/> </xsl:attribute> <xsl:attribute name="source-language"> <xsl:value-of select="@source-language"/> </xsl:attribute> <xsl:attribute name="target-language"> <xsl:value-of select="@target-language"/> </xsl:attribute> <xsl:attribute name="datatype"> <xsl:value-of select="@datatype"/> </xsl:attribute> <xliff:body> <xsl:for-each select="a:body/a:trans-unit"> <xliff:trans-unit> <xsl:attribute name="id"> <xsl:value-of select="@id"/> </xsl:attribute> <xliff:source> <xsl:value-of select="a:source"/> </xliff:source> <xliff:target> <xsl:value-of select="a:target"/> </xliff:target> <xliff:alt-trans> <xliff:source> <xsl:value-of select="a:alt-trans/a:source"/> </xliff:source> <xsl:for-each select="a:alt-trans/a:target"> <xliff:target> <xliff:p> <xsl:attribute name="xml:lang"> <xsl:value-of select="@xml:lang"/> </xsl:attribute> <xsl:value-of select="."/> </xliff:p> </xliff:target> </xsl:for-each> </xliff:alt-trans> </xliff:trans-unit> </xsl:for-each> </xliff:body> </xliff:file> </xsl:for-each> </rdf:RDF> </xsl:template> </xsl:stylesheet> Table 3 . XLIFF2RDF of a translation unit with alternative translations Here we should mention that in the RDF output we have more than one alt-trans elements. This is not allowed in XLIFF; however, it is necessary to have that here in order an RDF to be valid 32 . The problem we faced here was that target could not have as a child xml:lang, as target is already a child of trans-unit. Thus we had to create another encoding, i.e. <xliff:p>.
Third use case
In the third example we have a lot of metadata included in the header of an XLIFF file. This includes a phase-group which can include, in turn, one or more phase elements. Here we have one such element containing all the attributes it can contain: process and phase name, and contact details (name, e-mail). This meta-information is child elements of the header root element. What we also added here is another translation unit. Source -XLIFF Output -RDF <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <xliff version="1.2" xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xliff:document:1.2" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchemainstance" xsi:schemaLocation="urn:oasis:names:tc:xliff:d ocument:1.2 xliff-core-1.2-transitional.xsd"> <file original="book_with_metadata.txt" source-language="en-us" target-language="dede" datatype="plaintext" tool="TM-ABC"> <header> <phase-group> <phase phase-name="review" process-name="Terminology Management"
contact-name="Dimitra Anastasiou" contact-email="anastasiou@uni-bremen.de"/> </phase-group> <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <rdf:RDF xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xliff:document:1.2" xmlns:xliff="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/xl iff#" xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"> <xliff:file rdf:about="book_with_metadata.txt" xliff:source-language="en-us" xliff:targetlanguage="de-de" xliff:datatype="plaintext" xliff:tool="TM-ABC"> <xliff:header> <xliff:phase-group> <xliff:phase xliff:phase-name="review" xliff:process-name="Terminology Management" xliff:contact-name="Dimitra Anastasiou" xliff:contact-email=" anastasiou@uni-bremen.de"/> </xliff:phase-group> </header> <body> <trans-unit id="#1"> <source>book</source> <target>Buch</target> </trans-unit> </body> </file> </xliff> </xliff:header> <xliff:body> <xliff:trans-unit xliff:id="#1"> <xliff:source>book</xliff:source> <xliff:target>Buch</xliff:target> </xliff:trans-unit> </xliff:body> </xliff:file> </rdf:RDF> XSLT <?xml version='1.0' ?> <xsl:stylesheet xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" version="1.0" xmlns:a="urn:oasis:names:tc:xliff:document:1.2" xmlns:xliff="http://docs.oasis-open.org/xliff/xliff-core/xliff-core.html#" xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"> <xsl:template match="/"> <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"> <xliff:file> <xsl:attribute name="rdf:about"> <xsl:value-of select="a:xliff/a:file/@original"/> </xsl:attribute> <xsl:attribute name="target-language"> <xsl:value-of select="a:xliff/a:file/@target-language"/> </xsl:attribute> <xsl:attribute name="source-language"> <xsl:value-of select="a:xliff/a:file/@source-language"/> </xsl:attribute> <xsl:attribute name="datatype"> <xsl:value-of select="a:xliff/a:file/@datatype"/> </xsl:attribute> <xliff:header> <xliff:phase-group> <xliff:phase> <xsl:attribute name="phase-name"> <xsl:value-of select="a:xliff/a:file/a:header/a:phasegroup/a:phase/@phase-name"/> </xsl:attribute> <xsl:attribute name="process-name"> <xsl:value-of select="a:xliff/a:file/a:header/a:phase-group/a:phase/@process-name"/> </xsl:attribute> <xsl:attribute name="contact-name"> <xsl:value-of select="a:xliff/a:file/a:header/a:phase-group/a:phase/@contact-name"/> </xsl:attribute> <xsl:attribute name="contact-email"> <xsl:value-of select="a:xliff/a:file/a:header/a:phase-group/a:phase/@contact-email"/> </xsl:attribute> </xliff:phase> </xliff:phase-group> </xliff:header> <xliff:body> <xsl:for-each select="a:xliff/a:file/a:body/a:trans-unit"> <xliff:trans-unit> <xsl:attribute name="id"> <xsl:value-of select="@id"/> </xsl:attribute> <xliff:source> <xsl:value-of select="a:source"/> </xliff:source> <xliff:target> <xsl:value-of select="a:target"/> </xliff:target> </xliff:trans-unit> </xsl:for-each> </xliff:body> </xliff:file> </rdf:RDF> </xsl:template> </xsl:stylesheet> Table 4 . XLIFF2RDF of a modular example with metadata
Future Prospects
As concerns future prospects, we plan to transform the XML schema (XSD) of XLIFF into RDFS; in this case there will be a uniform way of transforming XLIFF files into RDF. The XLIFF schema can be strict or transitional. Having these schemas mapped in RDF would mean that all well-formed XLIFF files would be able to be mapped in RDF.
As aforementioned in section 6, we have designed a converter from XLIFF to RDF which is currently under the Google code hosting 33 website. The development of a conversion tool to translate from XLIFF into RDF automates and thus accelerates the process. Currently the user can input one or more XLIFF file(s) to the tool, convert them to RDF, and preview them on a web browser. Other users can freely get a local copy of the tool or create their own clone; thus replication of the tool is allowed. The conversion tool fulfils the basic requirement that XLIFF files be represented in RDF. Not only minimal XLIFF examples with one TU, but with more TUs and also with file processing metadata, alternative translations, etc. can be successfully converted. The design of this converter is discussed in detail in Anastasiou (2011b) . The purpose of the converter is the easy mapping of XLIFF to RDF and can be used as a plug-in in localisation and Semantic Web tools. Today, there is lack of interoperability between data based on standards and interoperability between standards. Conversion between the XLIFF and RDF standards plays a small part within the wider scope of interoperability that includes, among others, supporting relevant standards and conforming with specifications.
This paper presented how a new file with an ontology (in RDF, OWL) could be translated using XLIFF translation units and metadata concepts. In order to implement the XLIFF concepts in the original RDF file, some ontology-specific concepts for class names and object properties in XLIFF should be defined, because at the moment XLIFF handles only translation units and not such ontology concepts. RDF2XLIFF but also XLIFF2RDF have the challenge of converting many user-defined elements. With the RDF2XLIFF conversion, ontology labels will be more easily localised, but also structured based on localisation metadata. We plan to find more real-life XLIFF and RDF examples that are representative of business practices. At the moment, the RDF encoding of XLIFF is very 33 xliff-rdf. Retrieved March 15, 2012 from http://code.google.com/p/xliff-rdf/.
close to XLIFF, thus we will consider changing some parts in order to be more readable and understandable by Semantic Web applications.
Furthermore, we plan to extend the conversion API for other standards. Also interoperability between other translation/localisation/internationalisation standards is also among future prospects. In terms of quality assurance, existing validation tools will be part of our tool. For example, the validity of XLIFF files can be checked through the open source XLIFF Checker 34 tool developed by maxprograms and RDF files can be validated through the W3C RDF validator 35 .
Last but not least, XLIFF can be used as a standard to help representing translations on the Semantic Web in the lemon lexicon model for ontologies. Further work will be targeted for implementing that as a future plug-in.
Summary and Conclusion
Our contribution is to translate XLIFF into RDF in order to facilitate ontology localisation, i.e.
localise monolingual ontologies (see section 2). After presenting some related research about multilingual ontologies and their support by existing standards, we made a brief overview of XLIFF and RDF pertaining to metadata. After that, the mapping from XLIFF2RDF and three use cases with XLIFF as a source, RDF as output, and XSLT as a transformation 'engine' were given.
Considering that both XLIFF and RDF are open standard models, we see their symbiotic relationship for a more effective way of presenting multilingual content on the Web.
Our contribution to the Semantic Web technology (both ontologies and linked data) is the enhancement of interoperability by combining the 'XML Localisation Interchange File Format' (XLIFF) with the 'Resource Description Framework' (RDF). As language resources can be expressed in XLIFF and/or RDF, interoperability is needed, so that resources in different syntax interact with each other. The interoperability between XLIFF and RDF is attained through an XLIFF2RDF element and attribute mapping. The mapping will help applications to transfer data and metadata easier and more efficiently.
In Semantic Web context, it is an arbitrary decision in which natural language the ontology labels are provided, and thus many researchers see the need for multilingual ontologies; challenges, like cross- lingual mapping and translation follow the existence of multilingual ontologies. Hence doors are opened for localisation to contribute to ontologies of the Semantic Web. In the future localisation tools should be able to effectively localise ontologies and Semantic Web approaches to be populated with localisation-related metadata.
